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Paper - A Brief History and Some Problems
By James L. McKee

Paper is such a popular substance today, with more
and more items being constructed of it, including cloth-
ing, that even the paper money collector tends to take it
for granted. Paper should, however, be of even greater
interest to the numismatist, philatelist and historian. Not
only are stamps and currency made of paper, but all of
our records and history concerning them are recorded.
on sheets made of this all-purpose commodity. Now,
however, we are faced with a problem not before con-
sidered in any depth; paper is, at best, a transient thing.
Modern production techniques have not improved its
life span but rather have reduced it from nearly a thou-
sand years to far less than one hundred years. Because
books and collecting are to a great extent allied, this ar-
ticle is presented for your interest and edification.

Paper, as opposed to papyrus (a type of paper made
from papyrus, an aquatic, rushlike plant I, has been traced
by some writers to the second century B.C., but its first
recorded introduction occurred about 105 A.D. in China
by one Ts'ai Lun. His paper was made of bark, rags,
hemp and old fish nets with a surprisingly good result.
The next major improvement occurred in Japan in 610
when the bark of mulberry trees was substituted. Pa-
per making traveled to Western Europe compliments of
the Moors in the early 12th century, and by 1228 paper
had found its way to the Holy Roman Empire. Through
trade with Asia, Fabriano, Italy became the first paper
center of the world; its watermarks date from 1293.

Emperor Frederick II, without knowing it, may have
made a far wiser decision in the 13th century than could
be known for hundreds of years, when he forbade the
use of paper for any vital records and insisted on the
use of vellum, which is made of calves' skin rather than
rags or wood pulp. By the 15th century, however, paper
had taken over due to the expense of vellum and the
greatly increased demand for writing material. Often,
however, a quire of "paper" would consist of a sheet
of vellum for the outer leaves and paper for the inner
leaves.

It was not many more years until the middle of the
15th century when Gutenberg invented movable type and
increased the usefulness of paper and hence the demand.
Still, the paper used during this period was of a fine
quality, being made of ground linen rags and garment
clippings. The pulp of rags was bleached by rinses in
sour milk and an extract of wood ash and was then
exposed to sunlight. The result was a mildly alkaline
paper which had a life span of four to eight hundred
years and was indeed the paper from which the famous
Bible which survives today was printed.

The first paper made in the United States was manu-
factured by Wm. Rittenhouse & Son in Germantown,
Pennsylvania in 1690. This paper was used by William
Bradford, the famous pioneer colonial currency printer
in Philadelphia and New York. and. in fact, shows little

evidence of deterioration today. Eli Whitney's inven-
tion of the cotton gin in 1793 gave a new good quality
and inexpensive source of fibre for the production of
a stable paper and did away with the need for extensive
bleaching operations in the manufacturing process.

No better method was discovered until the next century
when paper was manufactured by dipping a screen into
a solution of rag pulp which had been suspended in
water. This was a great step forward and the basis for
all paper making today, but production was slow about
750 sheets per man per day. About 1870 or 1880 another
paper-making milestone occurred, making it possible to
produce paper quickly at little cost. Unfortunately, it
created a great problem as well, a fact which was not
realized until many years later after much damage had
already occurred.

The change came during the Civil War period, with its
demand for magazines, books and newspapers. There
developed a great scarcity of rags for pulp, and at one
time mummies were imported from Egypt solely for
their rags. Paper prices soared. Thanks to a process
discovered some sixty years earlier in Germany by Fried-
rich Keller, it became possible to cook wood chips in
sodium hydroxide and make an acceptable, yet inex-
pensive paper stock. The sulphurous paper made of
this wood base, unfortunately has a life of less than fifty
years . compared to the possible thousand-year life of
earlier rag paper. Although some Confederate issues
were printed on the new, inexpensive paper, most of the
currency of the 19th century, including the most worth-
less wildcat issues, were on a fine rice or rag paper.
Hence the extant specimens have survived extremely well.
often with no visible evidence of aging.

As soon as the deterioration problem was discovered,
work was started to overcome it. Early wood paper was
found to have a much longer life, and soon it was found
that the problem was not entirely with the wood base but
with the sizing compound which keeps the ink from
absorbing into the paper as would occur with a blotter.
Earlier sizing compounds of animal gelatin or glue had
been substituted with a rosin compound coating for its
easier application. Sulphuric acid was an unknown by-
product—a death-dealing combination for paper. This
paper is commonly found in the paperbound hooks of
the period. The paper is usually now brown in color
and so brittle the pages cannot even be turned without
their complete destruction. Little can he done at this
point.

Of all the paper currently in production, perhaps the
most stable is that of Crane and Company of Dalton.
Mass. who, since 1879. have been manufacturing most of
the paper for our currency. The current production is
just under five million pounds per year, valued at abom
ten billion dollars. This paper is currently 25% linen
and 75% cotton. A long life span is perhaps the least
consideration for modern currency, whose life span is
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less than one year for a one-dollar bill. Strength resist-
ing 2,200 folds along the same crease is more important.

The main problem, then, seems to be hooks and maga-
zines on currency rather than the money itself. New
problems are found constantly, many centering around
modern living, such as the aging from polluted-acidic air
which shortens paper's life dramatically. Bad paper is
also a culprit in and of itself, for it has now been proven

that it can, over a period of years, contaminate good
paper placed near it. The answers at best are difficult
and sometimes expensive and offer little help for those
printed documents of the past century. Plastic coating
with sprays like Krylon or sheets are only temporary
deterrents. One obvious solution is to begin printing
important references on a nonacidic and high rag con-
tent paper, and to microfilm on acetate the already
extant sources.

"Reterioration" of Paper
Especially Short - Snorters

By Stanley J. Serxner

oney

In the normal course of events, these fabrications of
plant fibers and assorted inks arranged in fancy designs
denominated paper money get greasy, dirty and stained.
They also are spindled, folded and mutilated. Perhaps
the ultimate in the misuse of paper money, from the
collector's point of view, is short-snorter: a World War
Two phenomenon whereby notes were written upon and
then joined end-to-end by means of glue, cellophane tape,
staples, paper clips and/or unknown agents. Many
short-snorters are quite long when unrolled and contain
now-scarce items. Collectors being what they are, they
would like all of their acquisitions to be in crisp, un-
circulated condition; failing that, degreased, cleaned,
unstained and de-snortered. Such notes can never be
returned to their pristine form, but further deterioration
can he prevented and sometimes reversed "reteriorated."
as it were. This article will deal with reterioration in a
semi-technical manner.

Immersing a note for two or three days in carbon
tetrachloride ( CCI,) degreases it and does absolutely no
harm to fibers or inks. Some dirt is removed by soaking
a note in hot water and mild dish-washing liquid soap for
an hour or two. This does not harm the note. (Notes can
be boiled. a process not recommended generally. The
quality of the resulting soup depends upon the face
value of the bank note, chefs say. ) After the note is
taken carefully from the soap and water solution and
just as carefully placed on a clean surface, preferably a
sheet of glass, folds can be unfolded and many gaps and
holes closed this way. The note is then placed between
sheets of absorbent material, and a few books are placed
on top for a day or so to aid absorption and to keep the
note from curling.

Commercial bleaches must be used with extreme care.
The halogen chlorine will remove the intrusive ink stain
but also affect the printing inks and paper fibers. A
very dilute solution of bleach applied with a fine brush,
immediately washed off, re-applied, washed off, repeated
as necessary, will remove the stain with minimal or no
damage to the other inks or fibers. Ball point pen ink is
best left alone. When the paper has been repeatedly and
deeply creased, the fibers have separated along the line
of creasing and the inks have flaked or worn off. A
thin coating of clear household cement, applied with a
pin point along the crease will seal it and prevent com-
plete separation. Torn notes can be joined in a similar
manner. with particular attention paid to overlaps.

Missing pieces cannot he restored, of course, but a
shaped-to-size bit of plain paper can he inserted easily.
"Rags" cannot be revivified; some notes are just not
worth repairing. Some collectors may prefer to leave
the note greasy, dirty, stained, spindled, folded, muti-
lated and snortered. So be it. I've worked on many
notes, the results being quite satisfying to all concerned.

Materials used:
1. Very mild soap and hot water.
2. Pure carbon tetrachloride.
3. Soft gum eraser.
4. Powerful magnifying glass.
5. Long, thin, not sharp blade.
6. Stamp tongs.
7. Clear household cement.
8. Fine brush.
9. Clean working surface: glass.

Steps:
1. Degreasing.
2. Soap and water.
3. Unfolding.
4. Drying.
5. Examination.
6. Erasing, bleaching, more unfolding, etc.
7. Repeat any/all steps if necessary.

Deciphering legitimate overprints and the storing of
notes are other facets of collecting paper money to which
I have applied myself. Those are other stories. If any-
one profits by these suggestions. fine. Any elaborations
or corrections most welcome, in care of this magazine.

Membership Directory - Dues
An inquiry was enclosed with the dues notice for 1970

as to whether or not the member wished to have his or
her name, address and specialty listed in the membership
directory which is planned for this year. The response
has been good, and has also given the member a chance
to up-date his specialty.

Members who joined the Society after October 1, 1969
did not receive the inquiry as their dues were automati-
cally paid for 1970. The names of all paid-up members,
as of April 1, 1970, will be listed in the directory, except
for those who have notified the secretary not to publish
their names.

DUES 	 In case you have forgotten to pay your dues
for 1970, this is a reminder for you to immediately send
your check for $4.00 to our Treasurer. M. O. Warns,
P. 0. Box 1840. Milwaukee, Wis. 53201.

VERNON L. BROWN, Secretary
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